The sensitivity of the representation of the global monsoon annual cycle to horizontal resolution is compared in three AGCMs: the Met Office Unified Model-Global Atmosphere 3.0; the Meteorological Research Institute AGCM3; and the Global High Resolution AGCM from the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory. For each model, we use two horizontal resolution configurations for the period 1998-2008. Increasing resolution consistently improves simulated precipitation and low-level circulation of the annual mean and the first two annual cycle modes, as measured by the pattern correlation coefficient and equitable threat score. Improvements in simulating the summer monsoon onset and withdrawal are region-dependent. No consistent response to resolution is found in simulating summer monsoon retreat. Regionally, increased resolution reduces the positive bias in simulated annual mean precipitation, the two annual-cycle modes over the West African monsoon and Northwestern Pacific monsoon. An overestimation of the solstitial mode and an underestimation of the equinoctial asymmetric mode of the East Asian monsoon are reduced in all high-resolution configurations. Systematic errors exist in lower-resolution models for simulating the onset and withdrawal of the summer monsoon. Higher resolution models consistently improve the early summer monsoon onset over East Asia and West Africa, but substantial differences exist in the responses over the Indian monsoon region, where biases differ across the three low-resolution AGCMs. This study demonstrates the importance of a multi-model comparison when examining the added value of resolution and the importance of model physical parameterizations for simulation of the Indian monsoon.
Introduction
Monsoons are characterized by a seasonal wet-dry contrast and a reversal of prevailing winds, due to the reversal of land-sea and inter-hemispheric thermal contrasts forced by the annual cycle of solar heating. The global monsoon is a dominant mode of annual variability of the global tropical circulation and is a response of the coupled climate system to annual variations in solar forcing (Wang and Ding, 2008) . Global monsoon regions sustain nearly two-thirds of the world's population and support some of the largest and fastest-growing urban areas. The simulation and prediction of the annual cycle of monsoon circulation and precipitation is critically important, because of the effect of monsoons on hydrology, agriculture and local livelihoods and economies.
Although global monsoon regions are connected through mass conservation (Trenberth et al., 2000) , each regional monsoon has unique characteristics due to the local interactions among the land surface, ocean, convection and synoptic weather systems, especially over the Asian-Australian monsoon region. The well-recognized Asian monsoon system typically first onsets over the Bay of Bengal (BoB) in early May, followed by the South China Sea in mid-May and then India in early June (Wu and Zhang, 1998; Xu and Chan, 2001; Mao and Wu, 2007) . The onset over the BoB is often preceded by the development of a monsoon onset vortex (Krishnamurti and Ramanathan, 1982; Wu et al., 2012) . A numerical study by Liu et al. (2002) demonstrated that the onset of the South China Sea monsoon is due to a Rossby wave train triggered by the strong latent heating during the BoB monsoon onset. The seasonal march of the East Asian summer monsoon (EASM) displays a stepwise northward and northeastward advance. From early May to mid-May, the ridge line of the western Pacific subtropical high (WPSH) is located along 15 • N, and southern China experiences a premonsoon rainy season. Later, the WPSH exhibits two northward jumps, in June and July, with the ridge line located at 20 • N and 25 • N, respectively, the monsoon rain band extends abruptly from the Indochina Peninsula-the South China Seathe Philippines to the Yangtze River valley in early to midJune, and the mei-yu (or baiu in Japan and changma in Korea) begins. The monsoon penetrates northern China (34 • -41 • N) in mid-July, where the monsoon rainy season lasts for one month and ends in early-mid August (Zhou et al., 2009) . For the Australian summer monsoon onset in December, there are four major contributing factors, including land-sea thermal contrast, barotropic instability, arrival of the Madden-Julian Oscillation, and intrusion of a midlatitude trough (Hung and Yanai, 2004) . The mean onset of the summer monsoon over West Africa is 24 June, which is linked to an abrupt latitudinal shift of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) from a quasi-stationary location at 5 • N in MayJune to another quasi-stationary location at 10 • N in JulyAugust (Sultan and Janicot, 2003) . For the American monsoon, the northward rainbelt movement over southwestern North America from mid-late June is associated with the northward progression of the ITCZ (Yu and Wallace, 2000; Higgins and Shi, 2001) , while the onset of the South American monsoon is related to the eastward displacement of the South Atlantic subtropical high; it is also affected by intraseasonal variability through low-frequency trough or ridge occurrence over southern Brazil (Raia and Cavalcanti, 2008) . The unique features of regional monsoons and their onsets have been used as rigorous metrics for gauging climate model performance.
The complexity of monsoon systems presents great challenges in simulating the climatological seasonal means and annual cycles of the monsoon (Sperber et al., 2013; Zou and Zhou, 2015; Zhou et al., 2017) , although substantial efforts have been made to improve model physics and dynamics in the past several decades. Model biases in the simulation of the monsoons limit the fidelity of monsoon predictions and projections (Dong et al., 2016) . Sperber et al. (2013) evaluated the performance of 25 coupled climate models from phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5), and 22 models from phase 3 (CMIP3), in simulating the onset and retreat of the Asian summer monsoon. The authors found an overall delayed onset over India in the models, albeit with the CMIP5 models showing improved fidelity relative to CMIP3. The definition of onset and retreat in Sperber et al. (2013) is based on rainfall thresholds; monsoon onset might not occur in models, or may be delayed relative to observations, because of systematic dry biases. To avoid this issue, Sperber and Annamalai (2014) proposed a fractional accumulation method to evaluate the monsoon annual cycle; this method can be applied to many monsoon domains. The authors also found some systematic errors in the phase of the rainfall annual cycle: coupled climate models in CMIP5 have delayed onsets of summer rainfall over India, the Gulf of Guinea, and South America, but early onsets for the Sahel and North America.
Several studies have proposed techniques to improve monsoon simulation, including increasing the horizontal resolution to capture large-scale atmospheric circulations and precipitation distributions more realistically (Hack et al., 2006; Roberts et al., 2009; Berckmans et al., 2013; Demory et al., 2014) . The added value of resolution in GCMs has been widely verified for many aspects of monsoon simulation (Kitoh and Kusunoki, 2008; Mizuta et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 2016) . For example, an examination of the Community Atmosphere Model, version 5.1 (CAM5), at three resolutions, showed a much better representation of the intensityfrequency structures of precipitation in steep-terrain regions over East Asia (Li et al., 2015) . Higher resolution in CAM5 also improves the simulation of the EASM rain belt (Yao et al., 2017) . Most investigations of the benefits of increased resolution have based on one model; however, the sensitivity to resolution may differ among models. Ogata et al. (2017) showed that the Meteorological Research Institute AGCM3 (MRI-AGCM3) and the Met Office Unified Model-Global Atmosphere 3.0 (MetUM-GA3) produce less precipitation over the western Pacific with increasing resolution, but their sensitivity of Indian Ocean precipitation to resolution differs. Zhang et al. (2016) compared three AGCMs, each with two resolution configurations, and showed the sensitivity of monsoon precipitation to resolution varied greatly among the models. To understand what aspects of resolution sensitivity are common among AGCMs, it is important to compare several AGCMs using the same metrics. Given the social and scientific importance of the onset and cessation of monsoon precipitation to local livelihoods and economies, it is desirable to find out whether high resolution systematically improves the representation of monsoon onset and withdrawal. This is the major motivation behind the current study.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: The model simulations, validation data and evaluation metrics are described in section 2. The improvements in simulating the annual cycle modes and monsoon onset and withdrawal by increasing the resolution are assessed in sections 3 and 4, respectively. Section 5 presents a summary and discussion.
2. Models, data and methods
Model simulations and observational validation datasets
We use daily precipitation and monthly wind data from simulations with three AGCMs-MetUM-GA3, MRI-AGCM3 and the Global High Resolution AGCM from the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL-HiRAM)-each with two resolution configurations, for the period 1998-2008. Details of the models and experiments can be found in Table 1 . The model outputs of GFDL-HiRAM and MRI-AGCM3 are from the CMIP5 (Taylor et al., 2012) data archive. The simulations of MetUM-GA3 are from the UP-SCALE (UK on PRACE Weather-resolving Simulations of Climate for Global Environmental Risk) project . There are very few different physical and dynamical settings in the MetUM-GA3 high-resolution configuration compared to its low-resolution counterparts, mostly related to numerical stability ( Table 2 in Mizielinski et al., 2014) . There are no physical parameter adjustments between the high-resolution (MRI-AGCM3-2H) and super-high resolution (MRI-AGCM3.2S) versions (Endo et al., 2012; Kusunoki, 2016) . In GFDL-HiRAM, the shallow convective scheme and cloud microphysics are changed to C360 from C180 (Zhao et al., 2009; Chen and Lin, 2013) . We analyze the ensemble mean of all realizations of each model. Because of the large inter-model differences in dynamical cores and physics, it is hard to compare the resolution sensitivity across models. To exclude the impact of model-dependence and focus more on resolution, we compare the high-and lowresolution configurations of each model in this study.
The observed daily precipitation datasets used in this study include: (1) the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) 3B42 V7 product (Huffman et al., 2007) , to evaluate the climatological mean state of global monsoon precipitation, at 0.25 • × 0.25 • resolution; and (2) version 1.2 of the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP), with a resolution 1.0 • × 1.0 • (Adler et al., 2003) . In addition, monthly wind data from the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR; Saha et al., 2009) , with a resolution of 0.5 • × 0.5 • , and from the National Centers for Environmental PredictionNational Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP-NCAR) reanalysis, with a resolution 2.5 • × 2.5 • (Kalnay et al., 1996) , are used as the circulation datasets. All datasets are interpolated to the N216 resolution of MetUM-GA3 (approximately 0.83 • longitude ×0.55 • latitude) using a distance-weighted interpolation method, to facilitate comparison. The longest common period of 1998-2008 covered by all simulations and observations is selected in the following analysis.
Evaluation metrics on global monsoon annual cycles
In this study, two aspects of the annual cycle of the global monsoon are evaluated: (1) the mean climate and annual cycle modes; and (2) monsoon onset and withdrawal. As proposed by Wang and Ding (2008) , the annual mean, the solstitial (symmetric) and equinoctial (asymmetric) modes of the annual cycle, and the global monsoon domain can be used as metrics to gauge model performance for simulating the mean climate and annual cycle. The solstitial mode is represented by the differences in precipitation or circulation between the June-September and December-March means; the equinoctial asymmetric mode is represented by the differences between April-May and October-November. The global monsoon domain is delineated both by the monsoon precipitation index (MPI) and monsoon wind index (MWI). The MPI is defined as the annual range of precipitation normalized by its annual mean; the MWI is similar, but using 850-hPa zonal wind (U850). The monsoon precipitation domains are the areas where the annual range of precipitation exceeds 300 mm and the MPI exceeds 0.5; whereas, the monsoon wind domains are defined as the WMI exceeding 0.5, without any restriction on the magnitude of annual range. The annual range is the difference between the May-September (MJJAS) and November-March (NDJFM) means in the Northern Hemisphere (NH), or NDJFM minus MJJAS in the Southern Hemisphere (SH).
Previous studies have proposed several definitions of 
monsoon onset and withdrawal. The commonly used definition is threshold-based (Wang and LinHo, 2002) . One of the weaknesses of the threshold-based techniques is that monsoon onset might be delayed or accelerated by dry or wet biases, respectively, in the model, even though the model may have a realistic annual cycle amplitude (Sperber et al., 2013; Sperber and Annamalai, 2014) . Models with dry biases are especially at a disadvantage since the observed threshold for defining monsoon may never be reached in such models, including MetUM-GA3 in this study (Johnson et al., 2016) . Since the biases differ among the three models used here, it is important to find a relatively fair way to evaluate model onset and withdrawal. Thus, a fractional accumulation approach is employed here. The monsoon onset and withdrawal are defined as the pentad when the fractional accumulation first becomes 0.2 and 0.8, respectively (Sperber and Annamalai, 2014) . The fractional accumulated precipitation in a given pentad is the accumulated rainfall in that pentad divided by the total accumulated rainfall at the end of the year. In this study, the pentads for the southern Africa, Australia and South America domains are reordered to run from 2 July to 27 June. To quantitatively show the sensitivity of the simulated monsoon domain to resolution, the equitable threat score (ETS; Jolliffe and Stephenson, 2003 ) is used in this study to measure the simulation skill of the monsoon domain, which can be evaluated as a binary event:
where ar = (a + b)(a + c)/n represents the skill of a random prediction, in which a, b and c are the hit, false alarm and miss counts of a gridpoint in a monsoon domain, respectively, and n is the number of model gridpoints in the region (45 • S-45 • N). The definition of each variable in equation (1) can be found in Table 2 . ETS ranges from 0 to 1 with perfect score of 1.
Annual mean and annual cycle modes
To investigate the consistent improvement from higher resolution across the three models, we analyze the biases in the lower-resolution configuration and the differences between the high-and low-resolution configurations. The bias in simulated annual mean precipitation and improvements from higher resolution are presented in Fig. 1 . In observations (blue lines in left-hand panels of Fig. 1 ), substantial precipitation falls in the Indo-Pacific warm pool (60 • E-180 • ), ITCZ and South Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ). In general, the observed centers are captured well by the low-resolution configuration of each AGCM, with an overall positive bias over most of the tropics (blue lines in right-hand panels of Fig. 1 ). In contrast, there are several common biases among the three low-resolution AGCMs, including overestimations over the southwest Indian Ocean, SPCZ, northern edge of the ITCZ, and the northwestern Pacific Ocean, with underestimations over the southeastern Indian Ocean (Figs. 1a, c and e).
Unique biases in each AGCM are also found, particularly in MetUM-GA3 N216, which underestimates Indian and Maritime Continent (MC) precipitation (Fig. 1a) . A positive bias over the western central Pacific (5 • S-5 • N, 120 • E-180 • ) is seen in MRI-AGCM3-2H, while negative biases are present in MetUM-GA3 N216 and GFDL-HiRAM-C180. A consistent response to higher resolution among the three models is suppressed precipitation over the northern MC and western Pacific (5 • S-15 • N, 120 • -160 • E), which partly reduces the wet bias over the northwestern Pacific (5 • -15 • N, 120 • -160 • E) in the three low-resolution models. This consistent response to finer resolution has also been illustrated by Ogata et al. (2017) , who compared MetUM-GA3 and MRI-AGCM3. This is further verified with one additional model, GFDL-HiRAM. As suggested by Ogata et al. (2017) and Johnson et al. (2016) , the reduced precipitation over the northern MC and western Pacific may be related to betterresolved steep topography over the MC and Indochina, with moisture convergence and precipitation on the windward side of the orography, which leads to decreased moisture availability on the leeward side in summer and reduced precipitation over the northern MC and western Pacific. This can be partly seen from the difference between higher-and lowerresolution models in simulating the solstitial mode in Fig. 2 . Note that the low-resolution versions of both MetUM-GA3 and GFDL-HiRAM underestimate the precipitation over the MC, and the consistent response to resolution makes this dry bias even worse.
As in Fig. 1 , the biases in low-resolution models and improvement in higher-resolution configurations for the solstitial mode are shown in 2 ). The improvement, however, is far smaller than the lowresolution model bias. The biases in the three low-resolution models differ greatly over the Indian monsoon region, where the solstitial mode is dramatically smaller than observation in MetUM-GA3 N216, greater in MRI-AGCM3.2H, and close to observation in GFDL-HiRAM-C180. The sensitivity of the solstitial mode in each model to resolution also differs over the Indian monsoon region. The inconsistency of model biases and sensitivity to resolution indicate the strong role played by subgrid-scale physical parameterizations in simulating the Indian monsoon precipitation.
The biases in the simulated equinoctial asymmetric mode of the annual cycle and corresponding improvements in high- (Li et al., 2017) . All low-resolution models capture the asymmetric pattern of spring and fall precipitation, but a systematic overestimation over the NH is seen in all models, with negative biases north of the observed negative center and positive biases near the observed positive centers. Positive biases over West Africa are found in all low-resolution models. In high-resolution models, the overestimation over the northwestern Pacific, West Africa and Southeast China is suppressed in all models; consistent improvements are also found over the southern MC. This indicates increased resolution improves simulated precipitation in transition seasons.
To quantify the improvement in high-resolution models, the pattern correlation coefficient (PCC) and root-meansquare error (RMSE) of simulated precipitation over 45 • S-45 • N against TRMM are shown in Figs. 4a, d and g. The simulated 850-hPa winds for the annual mean and first annual cycle modes against CFSR reanalysis data are also presented in Fig. 4 . We compare the metrics for GPCP against TRMM and for NCEP-NCAR against CFSR to show the observational uncertainty. In general, all low-resolution models simulate the observed precipitation and 850-hPa wind patterns , respectively, which are close to the PCCs for GPCP and NCEP-NCAR against TRMM and CFSR, respectively. The PCCs increase consistently in all three high-resolution models (red markers) compared with their low-resolution counterparts (blue markers) for the three annual-cycle metrics. However, the model bias, as demonstrated by RMSE, appears insensitive to increasing resolution. The PCCs of annual precipitation, U850 and V850 simulated by the high-resolution models are systematically shifted to the right of the low-resolution ones, increasing to 0.95-0.97, nearly 1.0, and 0.96-0.98, respectively. The PCCs in the high-resolution models are even higher than those of GPCP/NCEP-NCAR, although the RMSEs in these simulations are far larger than in the reanalysis data. The same results are also found in the first two leading modes. High resolution aids in representing the details of precipitation and circulation distributions, but not in reducing model biases.
Following the global monsoon domain definition proposed by Wang and Ding (2008) , the distributions of precipitation annual range and monsoon domain based on precipitation are obtained and shown in Fig. 5 . In TRMM, the monsoon systems are depicted well by this definition, including the Asian-Australian monsoon, the North and South African monsoons, and the North and South American monsoons (Fig. 5a ). The domain obtained from GPCP is similar to that from TRMM, except at the edges, particularly over the northern edge of the northwestern Pacific monsoon region and the southern edge of the southwestern Indian Ocean monsoon region, where the domain areas are relatively larger in GPCP than in TRMM. The North American monsoon region (120 • -60 • W, 0 • -20 • N) in all low-resolution models is smaller and the western boundary is shifted about 30 • eastward relative to observations, while the simulated northwestern Pacific monsoon is wider and stronger than observed (left-hand column in Fig. 5 ). With increased resolution, the northwestern Pacific monsoon region shrinks relative to the low-resolution models, particularly for MRI-AGCM3, which extends to 170 • W in MRI-AGCM3.2H but only to 170 • E in MRI-AGCM3.2S. Each model has unique biases, such as the absence of the Indian monsoon region in MetUM-GA3 N216 due to its dry bias in India, a westward extended West African monsoon (60 • W-60 • E, 0 • -20 • N) in MetUM-GA3 N216 and MRI-AGCM3.2H due to a wider and stronger ITCZ over the Atlantic Ocean, and an unrealistic monsoon region over the southern tropical Atlantic Ocean in MRI-AGCM3.2H and GFDL-HiRAM-C180. Those biases remain in their high-resolution counterparts, indicating little influence of increased resolution. Similar analysis of the global monsoon domain based on U850 revealed no obvious improvements from increased resolution (data not shown).
To quantitatively show the sensitivity of the simulated monsoon domain to resolution, the ETS (Jolliffe and Stephenson, 2003) for global and individual regional monsoon domains is computed, using precipitation and U850 (Fig.  6) . Generally, the higher-resolution configurations show a slightly increased ETS for global monsoon precipitation (wind): from 0.53 to 0.54 (0.63 to 0.67) in MetUM-GA3; 0.56 to 0.57 (0.68 to 0.69) in GFDL-HiRAM; and 0.58 to 0.62 (0.73 to 0.77) in MRI-AGCM3. The ETSs of the three high- resolution models for regional monsoon precipitation domains are not always higher than their low-resolution counterparts. Consistent improvements with resolution are shown only for the South African monsoon domain, with the largest increase from 0.59 to 0. 64 in MetUM-GA3. The ETSs for regional monsoon wind domains are all higher in the highresolution configurations. Note that the ETS metrics of U850 and precipitation are not correlated. The skill scores of U850 are higher than those of precipitation for both global and regional monsoons. Even though the higher-resolution models show increased ETSs for U850 for all regional monsoons except the East Asian monsoon, the ETS metrics for precipitation do not increase (e.g., for the Indian monsoon).
Monsoon onset and withdrawal
Cumulative rainfall, which is the sum of rainfall up to a given pentad, averaged over each monsoon region is presented in Fig. 7 to show the temporal characteristics of the rainfall and the model bias. A rapid increase in cumulative rainfall occurs in all monsoon regions. However, the initial pentad for the rapid increase differs among regions, indicating different onset times in each region. For the Asian-Australian monsoon system, rapid precipitation increase starts around pentad 30 in India, pentad 25 in Southeast Asia and East Asia, and pentad 10 in Australia. Over the African and American monsoon systems, an onset is observed in pentad 30 in West Africa and North America, and pentad 5 in South Africa and South America.
An overall overestimation of annual total precipitation is presented over all regional monsoons except for India and Southeast Asia. For the Indian monsoon, there is a large disparity among the models in simulated total rainfall. There is an obvious wet bias (50% wetter than TRMM) in MRI-AGCM3, a dry bias (50% less than TRMM) in MetUM-GA3, and a relatively small bias in GFDL-HiRAM (Fig. 7a) . The biases over Southeast Asia are similar to those over India, but with smaller magnitudes (Fig. 7b) . The evolution of cumulative rainfall shows that the bias is relatively small at the beginning of the year, but starts to increase around the monsoon onset pentad.
The observed and simulated spatial distributions of monsoon onset are shown in Fig. 8 . The monsoon onset is the pentad when fractional accumulation first becomes 0.2 (Sperber and Annamalai, 2014). We also examine the distributions of monsoon onset defined by Wang and LinHo (2002) , in which onset is determined as the first pentad when the rainfall rate relative to the January mean in the NH, and July in the SH, exceeds 5 mm d −1 . This threshold is never reached in MetUM-GA3 over India because of the systematic dry bias (Figs. 1, 2 and 7a) . However, India is defined as a monsoon region in MetUM-GA3, based on the monsoon wind index (data not shown). Thus, it is reasonable to use the fractional accumulation to define monsoon onset and withdrawal. To focus on monsoon regions, only the distributions in the observed monsoon regions based on the MPI are shown here. In observations (Figs. 8a and b) , the onset pentad shows a gradual increase poleward from the equator, indicating later onset c Fig. 7 . Observed and simulated cumulative rainfall (units: mm) from the first pentad to the end of year averaged over the (a) Indian, (b) Southeast Asian, (c) East Asian, (d) Australian, (e) West African, (f) South African, (g) North American, and (h) South American monsoons. Note: for the SH locations (Australian, South African, and South American monsoons), the pentads were reordered to July-June prior to the analysis. The black, red, blue and green lines represent the results of TRMM, MetUM-GA3, MRI-AGCM3 and GFDL-HiRAM, respectively, with high-resolution configurations as solid lines and low-resolution configurations as dashed lines.
in the higher-latitude monsoon regions in both hemispheres. In the NH, the earliest onset is pentad 25 in early May over the southern edge of the Northern Hemisphere monsoon region and South China; whereas, in the SH, the earliest onset is pentad 68 in early December over the northern edge of the southwestern Indian Ocean. The latest NH monsoon onset 
, and (h) GFDL-HiRAM-C360. The monsoon onset pentad is defined as the pentad when fractional accumulation first becomes 0.2 (Sperber and Annamalai, 2014) . Note: for SH locations (Australian, South African, and South American monsoons), the pentads were reordered to July-June prior to the analysis. is in pentad 47 in mid-August over the northern edge of the North American and West African monsoons (pentad 15 in mid-March over the southern edge of the Australian monsoon in the SH).
All models simulate the spatial distribution of global summer monsoon onset well. However, all the low-resolution models simulate earlier monsoon onsets than the two observed datasets, such as over the East Asian, West African, North American and South American monsoons. Specifically, the area with onset by pentad 25 (hereafter, P25 area) over the West African, North American and East Asian monsoons, is broader than in the observation. In the highresolution models, the P25 area shrinks slightly over the East Asian and Western African monsoons, particularly apparent in MetUM-GA3. This difference is also seen in the observations, in which the P25 area in GPCP is larger than in TRMM, Fig. 9 . As in Fig. 8 but for the monsoon withdrawal pentad, defined as the pentad when fractional accumulation first becomes 0.8 (Sperber and Annamalai, 2014) . Note: for SH locations (Australian, South African, and South American monsoons), the pentads were reordered to July-June prior to the analysis. potentially due to the different resolutions of the two observed datasets. This indicates that high resolution improves the spatial distribution of precipitation and the delineation of the monsoon onset boundaries. In other monsoon regions, there are no clear advantages of increased resolution.
As for the global monsoon onset, we compute the distributions of monsoon withdrawal-the pentad when fractional accumulation first becomes 0.8-in simulations and observations (Fig. 9) . The observed monsoon withdraws from higher latitudes toward the equatorial monsoon regions. In the NH, the earliest withdrawal over the East Asian monsoon is witnessed in pentad 48 in late August; the latest is over the southern edge of the NH monsoon region in pentad 60 in late October. In the SH, the earliest is over South Africa in pentad 14 in mid-March, and the latest over the northern edge of Australia in pentad 30 in late June. The observed monsoon withdrawal patterns are captured well by all the models, but with relatively later withdrawals over the Australian and North American monsoons by two pentads. There are no obvious differences between the low-and high-resolution configurations, or between GPCP and TRMM. These results suggest monsoon withdrawal is less sensitive to resolution than monsoon onset.
To quantitatively identify the improvements from higher resolution, the summer monsoon onset and withdrawal pentads averaged over each regional monsoon are shown in Fig.  10 . In observations, TRMM shows (red dots in Fig. 10 ) that the monsoon onsets (withdraws) in pentad 33 (52) over India, 30.5 (54) over Southeast Asia, 27.5 (49.5) over East Asia, 7 (28.5) over Australia, 32.8 (53.5) over West Africa, 8.2 (27) over South Africa, 32.4 (56) over North America, and 3.2 (27.2) over South America. Compared with TRMM, the onset pentads of all regional monsoons except the Indian monsoon are systematically earlier in GPCP, the lower-resolution observational dataset, with the largest difference of up to two pentads earlier for the West Africa monsoon. However, the monsoon withdrawal dates from TRMM and GPCP are similar, with a maximum difference of 0.5 pentads. The difference between TRMM and GPCP may suggest that resolution has a greater impact on monsoon onset than on withdrawal. For all domains, the model dispersion far exceeds the differences between TRMM and GPCP. Here, we use the onset and withdrawal derived from TRMM as a reference, due to its higher resolution than GPCP. All models show earlier onsets over East Asia, West Africa, South Africa and North America. The results are consistent with Figs. 8 and 9. Specifically, the largest bias is about 4.5 pentads in MRI-AGCM3.2H over East Asia, 4 pentads in GFDL-HiRAM-C180 over West Africa, 2 pentads in GFDL-HiRAM-C360 over South Africa, and 4.5 pentads in GFDL-hIRAM-C360 over North America. Increased resolution consistently delays the onset of monsoon over East Asia and West Africa in all the AGCMs, matching well with the differences between TRMM and GPCP. However, these improvements from high resolution amount to only one pentad at most-far less than the biases of the corresponding low-resolution models ( 4.5 pentads). A consistently slightly advanced onset in the higher-resolution models (1.5 pentads earlier at most over Southeast Asia) relative to their lower-resolution counterparts is shown over Southeast Asia, Australia, South Africa, North America and South America. For the Indian monsoon, both the biases of the lower-resolution configurations and the improvements in the high-resolution configurations differ greatly among the three AGCMs, indicating less sensitivity of the Indian monsoon onset to resolution.
Summary and discussion
In this study, the sensitivity of the annual cycle of the global monsoon to resolution is investigated in three AGCMs: MetUM-GA3, MRI-AGCM3 and GFDL-HiRAM. We compare the output from MetUM-GA3 at N216 (90 km) and N512 (40 km), MRI-AGCM3.2H (60 km) and MRI-AGCM3.2S (20 km), and GFDL-HiRAM-C180 (65 km) and GFDL-HiRAM-C360 (32 km). We find consistent and inconsistent responses across the three AGCMs to increasing resolution.
A graphical summary of the model responses to horizontal resolution is presented in Fig. 11 . All the low-resolution AGCMs are biased toward higher annual mean precipitation and stronger solstitial and equinoctial asymmetric modes. With increasing resolution, all the AGCMs show consistent improvements in simulating the precipitation and low-level circulation of the annual mean and the first two annual cycle modes, as determined from the PCCs and ETSs, denoted by the red boxes in Fig. 11 . Regionally, higher PCCs are found in the three high-resolution AGCMs for precipitation for the annual mean, solstitial mode, and equinoctial asymmetric mode, for all regional monsoons except the Australian and North American monsoons. The inconsistent response to increased resolution across the three AGCMs over the North American and Australian monsoons may be partly due to their small monsoon areas.
We find that improvements in simulating the onset and withdrawal of the summer monsoons are regionally dependent. No consistent response to resolution is found in simulating monsoon withdrawal. Consistent improvement in simulating the onsets of the East Asian, Southeast Asian and West African monsoons is shown across the three AGCMs, by delaying the onset of the East Asian and West African monsoons and advancing that of the Southeast Asian monsoon. A consistently weakened equinoctial asymmetric mode for the East Asian and West African monsoons with increasing resolution is seen across the three models, reducing the wet biases in the transition seasons. Thus, the summer monsoon onset pentad of the two regional monsoons is systematically delayed in all the high-resolution models relative to their low-resolution counterparts. In contrast, the improvements in monsoon onset for the Southeast Asian monsoon constitute a consistent advancement across all three models. Systematic errors and responses to resolution differ greatly across the three AGCMs for the simulated Indian, North American, and SH (Australian, South African, South American) regional monsoons, and the response to resolution differs across the three AGCMs, indicating the dependence of these regions on physical parameterizations. Nevertheless, better representation of the Indian monsoon is shown in all three AGCMs.
Comparing the impact of resolution on the simulated regional monsoon precipitation annual cycle, this study demonstrates the importance of resolution for the East Asian monsoon and West African monsoon, where improved annual cycles are simulated in the three AGCMs. The positive bias of the equinoctial asymmetric mode over the West African monsoon region is caused by overestimated precipitation in spring; in CMIP5 models, this bias has been linked to the representation of African easterly waves (Martin and Thorncroft, 2015, Fig. 6 ). Both the AMIP and historical simulations of CMIP5 show wet biases over northern Africa in spring; this bias is significantly reduced in high-resolution models. A possible reason is that the finer resolution weakens the excessive African easterly wave activity over northern Africa and thus reduces rainfall (Martin and Thorncroft, 2015) . Over the East Asian monsoon region, the summer monsoon rainfall-particularly the mei-yu rainbelt-is underestimated in many contemporary models (Kang, 2004; Huang et al., 2013) . Therefore, the simulated contribution of summer rainfall to the annual total is also underestimated, resulting in relatively faster fractional accumulations of precipitation in spring and an earlier onset of the East Asian monsoon. As shown in Yao et al. (2017) , as resolution increases, Fig. 10 . Monsoon onset (x-axis) and withdrawal pentad (y-axis) averaged over the (a) Indian, (b) Southeast Asian, (c) East Asian, (d) Australian, (e) West African, (f) South African, (g) North American, and (h) South American monsoons. Note: for SH locations (Australian, South African, and South American monsoons), the pentads were reordered to July-June prior to the analysis. The dots, stars, triangles and diamonds represent the results from the observations, MetUM-GA3, MRI-AGCM3 and GFDL-HiRAM, respectively, with high-resolution configurations in red and low-resolution configurations in blue. Fig. 11 . Improvement in the simulation of the annual cycle of global monsoon precipitation with horizontal resolution. Red boxes indicate high-resolution consistently improves performance across all three AGCMs; blue boxes indicate improvements with resolution are inconsistent; orange boxes indicate a better simulation is shown in all three high-resolution AGCMs but the responses to resolution are inconsistent across models. The values from left to right in each box are the difference between high-and low-resolution configurations of MetUM-GA3, MRI-AGCM3 and GFDL-HiRAM, respectively. The metric for the annual modes, including annual mean (ANN), solstitial mode (AC1), and the equinoctial asymmetric mode (AC2), is the PCC with TRMM. The metrics for the monsoon domain and monsoon onset/withdrawal are the ETS and the onset/withdrawal pentad, respectively. intensified northerly flow over the central northern areas of China and southerly flow to the south of Japan is found both from the AMIP simulations in CMIP5 and in CAM5 simulations with different resolutions. Those changes with resolution are related to the topography-driven barotropic Rossby waves downstream of the Tibetan Plateau (Yao et al., 2017) . However, how the increased resolution affects the regional circulation remains inconclusive and deserves further investigation.
Although several consistent responses to resolution are identified across the three AGCMs considered, large differences still exist, especially over the Indian monsoon region. Large differences in the sensitivity to resolution over the Indian monsoon region are found between MetUM-GA3 and MRI-AGCM3, particularly in synoptic and intraseasonal variability, such as monsoon low-pressure systems (Ogata et al., 2017) . Those inconsistencies across models demonstrate the importance of improving physical parameterizations to reduce these systematic errors. This paper highlights the need for further multi-model comparisons to determine the added value of horizontal resolution in climate simulations.
